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Description

This invention relates to a tangential grinding machine, particularly for railway rails.

EP-A2-0 318 521 describes a tangential grinding machine comprising a rotating member, a plurality of abrasive sectors supported by supports radially movable on said rotating member, elements which radially move said supports in order to move said abrasive sectors outwards by an extent which compensates their wear, and a plurality of sensors which when a predetermined degree of wear is attained are activated to act under the control of an electronic unit on the radially movable supports, in order to restore the original grinding surface of the abrasive sectors which have undergone wear.

Because during working the grinding wheels wear in accordance with the deformation of the rail profile to be ground, and hence in a non-uniform manner, a grinding manner consisting essentially of a diamond-set tool is provided which, during the working of the machine, automatically recreates the profile of the abrasive sectors which is altering due to their wear.

This known grinding machine has proved effective in that it combines the merits of high operability and precise results with the merits of considerable compactness and a high degree of safety. In particular, it has been advantageously used in the case of tramway rails in which the limited vehicle speed, the weights and the stresses concerned are such as not to produce large deformation of the rail profiles. However in the case of railway rails the requirements are of a different kind, both because of the extent of the rail profile deformations and because of the nature of these deformations, which involve the formation on the top of the inner side of the rail of a substantially pronounced longitudinal projection, resulting in rapid and non-uniform wear of the abrasive sectors and a likewise rapid wear of the diamond-set tool used to restore their original profile.

GB-A 2 110 966 discloses a rotary grinder having a tool which rotates about an axis extending radially and essentially passing through the center of curvature of the band of the rail to be ground.

An aim of the invention is to realize a grinding machine which enables the profile of railway rail to be totally and perfectly ground however deformed.

A further aim of the invention is to realize a grinding machine which maintains a constant abrasive sector profile and restores it in a virtually perfect manner.

These and further aims are achieved according to the invention through a tangential grinding machine as described in claim 1.

The present invention is further clarified hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view showing the principle on which the grinding machine of the invention is based;
- Figure 2 is a cross-section through a rail portion to an enlarged scale;
- Figure 3 is a schematic side view of the grinding machine according to the invention;
- Figure 4 is a plane view thereof on the line IV-IV of Figure 3;
- Figure 5 is a cross-section therethrough; and
- Figure 6 is a cross-section on the line VI-VI of Figure 4.

As can be seen from the figures, the machine according to the invention comprises a structure 1 provided with wheels which run on the rail 3 to be ground. The tangential grinding device, indicated overall by 4, is of the type described in the cited EP-A2-0 318 521, none of the constructional details given in this latter having however been included in the present description, for reasons of clarity. It need merely be stated that this grinding device is provided with a plurality of abrasive sectors 5 rotated simultaneously by an electric motor 6 and mounted on supports (not shown) which are movable radially outwards to ensure that the circumferential grinding surface remains rigorously constant as the wear to which said sectors 5 are subjected during working varies. The outward movement of these supports and the relative abrasive sectors 5 is controlled by a plurality of sensors (not shown) which are normally "covered" by the sectors when they operate on the rail to be ground, but are uncovered when the sectors 5 wear beyond the predetermined amount.

In addition to the wheels 2, the structure 1 is also provided lowerly with a plurality of rollers 7 which overall form a roller table for supporting and guiding the entire machine on the rail 3 to be ground, to overcome the inevitable longitudinal undulations by virtue of this distributed support, or at least to attenuate their effect.

The structure 1 supports an intermediate frame, indicated overall by 8 and comprising two shoulders 9 joined by two longitudinal members 10. The entire assembly is supported at its ends by two tubular supports 11, 11' slidable along transverse guides 12, 12' provided in the structure 1. More specifically, one of the two tubular supports 11 is hinged to the corresponding guide 12 about the axis of this latter, whereas the other tubular support 11' consists in reality of a portion 13 rigid with the frame 8 and slidable along a vertical support 14, which is itself vertically slidable along the guide 12'.

In each of the two shoulders 9 of the frame 8 there is a curved slot 15 in which there engage a pair of
rollers 16 supporting a saddle 17, which supports the grinding device 4 and its drive motor 6. The radius of curvature of the slots 15 is such that when the rollers slide on them the abrasive sectors 5 of the grinding device 4 describe, in the region of contact with the rail 3 to be ground, a transverse curved surface having the same radius of curvature as the corresponding rail band to be ground.

A pair of geared motors of worm type, schematically shown with 18, are interposed between a longitudinal member 10 of the intermediate structure to the rail 3, in the manner described hereinafter.

A further geared motor 19 is interposed between the structure 1 and a longitudinal member 10 of the intermediate frame 8 to adjust, in the manner described hereinafter, the rest inclination of the grinding device 4 to the rail to be ground. Further geared motors 20, 20' are interposed between the structure 1 and the two tubular structures 11, 11', and a further geared motor 21 is interposed between the two portions 13 and 14 of the tubular structure 11'.

On the drawing the structure 1 is shown for a single rail 3, although in a practice it preferably extends from one rail to the other to form a single trolley slideable along the track. As gaps exist between the rails and the wheels of the grinding machine which could result in an inclination of the longitudinal axis of the machine to the track axis, with inevitable negative consequences for the grinding work, the invention in order to preserve perfect mutual parallelism provides two pairs of rollers 22, 23 by which the machine bears laterally against the rails. The roller 22 of each pair is rigid with the structure 1 and bears laterally against one rail 3; the other roller 23 is connected to the end of an arm 24 which is hinged to the structure 1 and is associated at its other end with a pneumatic cylinder-piston unit 25 which causes said roller 23 to adhere laterally to the other rail.

In this manner the axis of the machine according to the invention always remains parallel to the track axis.

The operation of the machine according to the invention is as follows:

having defined the extent of interference between the grinding device 4 and rail 3 to be ground by operating the geared motor 21 and hence by adjusting the portion of the support 11 relative to the vertical guide, and having also defined the amplitude of oscillation of the saddle 17 relative to the intermediate frame 8, the electric motor 6 and the geared motor 18 are powered. The electric motor 6 rotates the grinding device 4 so as to produce the grinding effect on the rail 3. The geared motors 18 cause the grinding device to undergo a series of transverse oscillations guided by its rollers 16 within the guide slots 15.

Because of the particular shape of said slots, the abrasive sectors 5 of the grinding device 4 on the one end restore the original curvature of the rail 3, eliminating in particular the internal longitudinal projection which it develops with use, and on the other hand wear uniformly to preserve their original profile, notwithstanding their wear.

The wear compensation takes place in accordance with the known principle, described in detail in EP-A2-0 318 521.

The aforesaid presupposes that the abrasive sectors 5 originally have a curved transverse profile conforming to the original profile of the rails 3. However, as the abrasive sectors usually obtainable commercially in practice have a straight transverse profile, the sectors must be initially shaped to conform to the transverse profile of the rail to be ground. This can be done either by operating the machine for a few metres along the rail portion to be ground so that the transverse oscillations of the grinding device give these sectors the desired transverse curvature, or by associating with the grinding device 4 a diamond-set tool 26 comprising a tip 27 oscillating transversely to describe a circular arc with a curvature corresponding to that to be formed in the abrasive sectors 5.

As stated, a railway rail 5 has a transverse profile comprising a central band with a radius of curvature of 300 mm connected to two lateral bands of 80 mm radius of curvature, these being connected to two outer bands of 13 mm radius of curvature. Thus whereas the grinding of the central band is done in the described manner, the grinding of the lateral bands requires the shoulders 9 to be previously replaced by others in which the slots 15 have the curvature corresponding to that of the lateral bands to be ground, and the replacement of abrasive sectors 5 by others of a like curvature.

Then operating the geared motors 19 the grinding device is inclined to the central plane of the lateral band to be ground, and as this inclination inevitably involves a lateral movement of the device, the geared motors 20, 20' are operated to cause the entire intermediate frame to slide along the transverse guides 12, 12' of the structure 1, to thus make the central plane of the band to be ground.

At this point the grinding operation is performed in the initially described manner.

Instead of operating with a single grinding device with interchangeable parts corresponding to the position and curvature of the rail bands to be ground, it is possible to operate with several devices in succession, each acting on a different longitudinal band of the rail. In this case it is no longer necessary either to adjust the lateral inclination of the grinding device or to adjust its lateral movement, however an oscillatory movement of each grinding device is still required about its neutral position, whether this is vertical or inclined. These transverse oscillations are always obtained by the geared motors 18.
It should be noted that there are five different-curvature bands on a railway rail, and it would therefore seem at first sight that five grinding devices would be required. However as the deformation of the rails generally involves their inner part, only three grinding devices are required, one acting on the central band of 300 mm curvature, another on the inner lateral face of 80 mm curvature, and the third on the inner end face of curvature 13 mm.

From the aforesaid it is apparent that the tangential grinding machine according to the invention is particularly advantageous, in that:
- it enables the profiles of railway rail to be totally and perfectly ground, however deformed;
- it combines the merits of the tangential grinding wheel with those of the traditional cup grinding wheel while at the same time eliminating the drawbacks of this latter, i.e. the large number of tools and the resultant "flats" on the ground rail;
- using a single grinding wheel for every rail radius of curvature results in easy control of the work high productivity and substantially quiet operation;
- it maintains a constant abrasive sector profile and in fact restores it in a virtually perfect manner.

Claims

1. A tangential grinding machine, particularly for railway rails, comprising a rotating member (4), for rotation about a transverse axis, a plurality of abrasive sectors (5) having curved transverse profiles conforming to the original profiles of the rails and mounted on supports radially movable on said rotating member, elements which radially move said supports in order to move said abrasive sectors outwards toward said rail by an extent which compensates their wear, and a plurality of sensors which when a predetermined degree of wear of the abrasive sectors is attained are activated to act under the control of an electronic unit on the radially movable supports, in order to restore the original grinding surface of the abrasive sectors which have undergone wear, characterised in that between the rotating member (4) provided with abrasive sectors (5) and the machine structure (1) slidable on the rail (3) there is interposed an articulated frame (8) having spaced-apart shoulders (9) joined by longitudinal members (10) for supporting said rotating member (4) with the transverse axis and provided with means (15, 16, 17) which cause said rotating member (4) with transverse axis to undergo transverse oscillations about a longitudinal axis substantially coinciding with the axis of curvature of the corresponding band of the rail (3) to be ground.

2. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that the intermediate frame (8) is hinged to the structure (1) about two coaxial longitudinal pins and is provided with an actuator (19) connected to said structure (1) to define the central position of the rotating member (4).

3. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that the structure (1) is provided with transverse guides (12, 12') for supports (11, 11') of the intermediate frame (8), the positioning of this latter along said guides being obtained by actuators (20, 20').

4. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 3, characterised in that the intermediate frame (8) is hinged at one support (11) to a transverse guide (12) of the structure (1) and has its other support (11') vertically adjustable to adjust the interference between the rotating member (4) and the rail (3) to be ground.

5. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 2, characterised in that the rotating member (4) is hinged to the intermediate frame (8) about a longitudinal axis coinciding with the axis of curvature of that band of the rail (3) to be ground.

6. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 2, characterised in that the shoulders (9) have curved slots (15) with center curvature lying on the axis of curvature of that band of the rail (3) to be ground, in each slot there being engaged a pair of guide rollers (16) rigid with a saddle (17) supporting the rotating member (4), said saddle being connected to the intermediate frame (8) via at least one actuator (18), which impresses transverse oscillations on it during the rotation of the rotating member (4).

7. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that the intermediate frame (8) comprises two pairs of rollers (22, 23) for laterally bearing against the two rails (3) of the track in order to eliminate any clearance between the wheels (2) of said structure (1) and said rails.
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8. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 7, characterised in that each pair of rollers (22, 23) comprises a first roller (22) of vertical axis rigid with the structure (1) and adhering to the inner side of a rail (3) and a second roller (23) also of vertical axis, mounted at the end of an arm (24) hinged to the structure (1) and urged at its other end by an actuator (25) to press said roller (23) against the inner side of the other rail (3).

9. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in claim 1, characterised by comprising a diamond-set tool (26) consisting of a rod hinged to the intermediate frame (8) such that the tool tip (27) describes a transverse circular arc having a radius of curvature corresponding to the radius of curvature of that band of the rail (3) to be ground.

10. A tangential grinding machine as claimed in one or more of claims 1 to 9, characterised in that several rotating members (4) acting on different bands of the rail (3) to be ground are mounted on the structure (1), each rotating member oscillating transversely about a central position coinciding with the longitudinal central plane of the corresponding band.

Patentansprüche

1. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine, insbesondere für Eisenbahnschienen, welche ein rotierendes Element (4) zur Drehung um eine Querachse, eine Mehrzahl von gekrümmten, den ursprünglichen Profilen der Schienen entsprechende Querprofile aufweisenden Schleifsektoren (5), die auf auf dem Drehelement radial bewegbaren Trägern befestigt sind, Elemente, welche die Träger radial bewegen, um die Schleifsektoren nach außen zu der Schiene um ein Ausmaß zu bewegen, das ihren Abrieb ausgleicht, und eine Mehrzahl von Sensoren aufweist, die betätigt werden, wenn ein vorgegebenes Abriebmaß der Schleifsektoren erreicht ist, um unter der Steuerung einer elektronischen Schaltung auf die radial bewegbaren Träger einzuwirken, um die ursprüngliche Schleiffläche der Schleifsektoren, die einen Abrieb erfahren haben, wiederherzustellen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß zwischen dem Drehelement (4), das mit Schleifsektoren (5) versehen ist, und der Maschinenkonstruktion (1), die auf der Schiene (3) gleitbar ist, ein gelenkiger Rahmen (8) eingesetzt ist, der voneinander beabstandete Schultern (9) aufweist, die miteinander durch längliche Elemente (10) zur Halterung des Drehelements (4) mit der Querachse verbunden sind, und mit Mitteln (15, 16, 17) versehen ist, die das Drehelement (4) mit der Querachse in Querschwingungen um eine Längsachse versetzen, die im wesentlichen mit der Krümmungssachse der entsprechenden zu schleifenden Spur der Schiene (3) übereinstimmt.

2. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Zwischenrahmen (8) an der Konstruktion (1) um zwei koaxiale Längspatronen angenäht und mit einem Stellglied (19) versehen ist, das mit der Konstruktion (1) verbunden ist, um eine Mittelstellung des Drehelements (4) zu definieren.

3. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Konstruktion (1) mit Querverbindungen (12, 12') für Träger (11', 11') des Zwischenrahmens (8) versehen ist, wobei die Positionierung des Rahmens entlang der Führungen durch Stellglieder (20, 20') erzielt wird.

4. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Zwischenrahmen (8) bei einem Träger (11) an einen Querträger (12) der Konstruktion (1) angenäht ist und bei dem anderen Träger (11') vertikal einstellbar ist, um die Überlagerung zwischen dem Drehelement (4) und der zu schleifenden 5 Schiene (3) einzustellen.

5. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Drehelement an dem Zwischenrahmen (8) um eine Längsachse angenäht ist, die mit der Krümmungssachse der zu schleifenden Spur der Schiene (3) übereinstimmt.

6. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Ansätze (9) gekrümmte Schlitzte (15) aufweisen, deren Mittelkrümmung auf der Krümmungssachse der zu schleifenden Spur der Schiene (3) liegt, wobei in jeden Schlitz ein Paar von Führungsrollen (16) eingefügt, die an einem Satell (17) befestigt sind, der das Drehelement (4) trägt, wobei der Satell mit dem Zwischenrahmen (8) über mindestens ein Stellglied (18) verbunden ist, das diesem während der Drehung des Drehelements (4) Querschwingungen auferlegt.
7. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Zwischenrahmen (8) zwei Paar Rollen (22, 23) zur seitlichen Auflage gegen die beiden Schienen (3) des Gleisstrangs umfaßt, um jeden Zwischenraum zwischen den Rädern (2) der Konstruktion (1) und den Schienen zu beseitigen.

8. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jedes Paar von Rollen (22, 23) eine erste Rolle (22) mit einer vertikalen Achse umfaßt, die an der Konstruktion (1) befestigt ist und an der Innenseite einer Schiene (3) anliegt, und eine zweite Rolle (23) ebenso mit einer vertikalen Achse, die an dem Ende eines Arms (24) befestigt ist, der an der Konstruktion (1) angelinkt ist und an seinem anderen Ende durch ein Stellglied (25) verschoben wird, um die Rolle (23) gegen die Innenseite der anderen Schiene (3) zu pressen.

9. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß sie ein diamantbesetztes Werkzeug (26) umfaßt, das aus einem Stab besteht, der an dem Zwischenrahmen (8) angelinkt ist, so daß die Werkzeugspitze (27) einen quergerichteten Kreisbogen mit einem Krümmungsradius beschreibt, der dem Krümmungsradius der zu schleifenden Spur der Schiene (3) entspricht.

10. Tangentiale Schleifmaschine nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß mehrere Drehelemente (4), die auf verschiedene zu schleifende Spuren der Schiene wirken, an der Konstruktion (1) befestigt sind, wobei jedes Drehelement quer um eine Mittelstellung schwingt, die mit der längsgerichteten Mittelebene der entsprechenden Spur übereinstimmt.

Revidications

1. Machine de meulage tangentiel, en particulier de rails de chemin de fer, comprenant un organe rotatif (4) destiné à tourner autour d’un axe transversal, plusieurs secteurs abrasifs (5) ayant des profils transversaux courbes épousant les profils initiaux des rails et montés sur des supports déplaçables radialement sur ledit organe rotatif, des éléments qui déplacent radialement lesdits supports afin de déplacer lesdits secteurs abrasifs vers l’extérieur et vers le rail sur une distance qui compense leur usure, ainsi que plusieurs détecteurs qui, lorsqu’un degré prédéterminé d’usure des secteurs abrasifs est atteint, sont actionnés de manière à agir sous la commande d’un groupe électronique sur les supports mobiles radialement afin de remettre en place la surface initiale de meulage des secteurs abrasifs qui ont subi une usure, caractérisée en ce qu’un châssis articulé (8), interposé entre l’organe rotatif (4) comportant les secteurs abrasifs (5) et la structure (1) de la machine qui glisse sur le rail (3), comporte des épaulements (9) placés à distance l’un de l’autre et reliés par des éléments longitudinaux (10) pour supporter ledit organe rotatif (4) par son axe transversal et comporte des moyens (15, 16, 17) qui font subir audit organe rotatif (4), à l’aide de son axe transversal, des oscillations transversales autour d’un axe longitudinal qui coïncide sensiblement avec l’axe de la courbure de la bande correspondante du rail (3) devant être meulé.

2. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que le châssis intermédiaire (8) est articulé sur la structure (1) autour de deux broches longitudinales coaxiales et est équipé d’un organe d’actionnement (19) relié à ladite structure (1) pour déterminer la position centrale de l’organe rotatif (4).

3. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la structure (1) est équipée de guides transversaux (12, 12’) de supports (11, 11’) du châssis intermédiaire (8), le positionnement de ce dernier le long desdits guides étant obtenu par des organes d’actionnement (20, 20’).

4. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 3, caractérisée en ce que le châssis intermédiaire (8) est articulé par un support (11) sur un guide transversal (12) de la structure (1) et son autre support (11’) est réglable verticalement pour régler l’interaction entre l’organe rotatif (4) et le rail (3) devant être meulé.

5. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 2, caractérisée en ce que l’organe rotatif (4) est articulé sur le châssis intermédiaire (8) autour d’un axe longitudinal coïncidant avec l’axe de courbure de la bande du rail (3) devant être meulé.

6. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 2, caractérisée en ce que les épaulettes (9) comportent des fentes courbes (15) dont le centre de courbure est situé sur l’axe de courbure de la bande
du rail (3) devant être meulé, deux galets de guidage (16) qui sont en prise avec chaque fente sont montés en position fixe sur une sellette (17) supportant l'organe rotatif (4), ladite sellette étant reliée au châssis intermédiaire (8) par au moins un organe d'actionnement (18) qui lui impose des oscillations transversales pendant la rotation de l'organe rotatif (4).

7. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que le châssis intermédiaire (8) comporte deux paires de galets (22, 23) destinées à porter latéralement contre deux rails (3) de la voie afin d'éliminer tout jeu entre les roues (2) de ladite structure (1) et lesdits rails.

8. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 7, caractérisée en ce que chaque paire de galets (22, 23) comprend un premier galet (22) à axe vertical qui est monté en position fixe sur la structure (1) et qui prend appui contre le côté intérieur d'un rail (3), ainsi qu'un second galet (23) également à axe vertical, monté à l'extrémité d'un bras (24) articulé sur la structure (1) et repoussé à l'autre extrémité par un organe d'actionnement (25) destiné à pousser ledit galet (23) contre le côté intérieur de l'autre rail (3).

9. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce qu'il comprend un outil (26) à pointe de diamant consistant en une tige articulée sur le châssis intermédiaire (8) de façon que la pointe (27) de l'outil décrite un arc circulaire transversal ayant un rayon de courbure correspondant au rayon de courbure de la bande de rail (3) devant être meulé.

10. Machine de meulage tangentiel selon l'une ou plusieurs des revendications 1 à 9, caractérisée en ce que plusieurs organes rotatifs (4) agissant sur des bandes différentes du rail (3) devant être meulé sont montés sur la structure (1), chaque organe rotatif oscillant transversalement autour d'une position centrale correspondant au plan longitudinal central de la bande correspondante.